
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Hawke’s Bay Racing Inc. Date: Saturday 31 August 2019 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead(4) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), N Goodwin, D Balcombe, B Bateup 
Vet: M Newall, V Roberts 
Typist: L Goodwin 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: BEAUTY STAR, JENNIFER ECCLES, VIGOR WINNER, GERMANICUS, CATALYST, EQUINOX, 

SPRING BOUQUET, CUTADEEL, ATLANTA PEACH, MELODY BELLE, WYNDSPELLE, HELENA 
BABY, BURGUNDY BELLE 

Suspensions: Race 4 D Mansour LILY D’OR 
Careless riding 150 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 5-18/9 incl (8 days) 

Protests: Race 2 KALI (2nd) vs JENNIFER ECCLES (1st) - Upheld 

Fines: Race 8 M McNab MELODY BELLE 
$500 [Rule 638(2)] Celebratory gesture 

Warnings: Race 4 
 
6 
 
8 

R Myers CALLING US HOME 
Shifting ground 850 metres 
C Johnson MOTIVATION 
Shifting ground 100 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
L Innes FIVE STARS 
Shifting ground 200 metres [Rule638(1)(d)] 

Horse Actions: Race 4 
9 

GALLAGHER - Warning barrier manners 
COMEBACK - Veterinary Certificate of Fitness required prior to racing again 

Follow Up: Race 8 ENDLESS DRAMA 
COMEBACK 

Medical Certificates: Required from Z Moki 

Rider Changes: Race 1 
4 

SO IT WAS - C O’Beirne replaced Z Moki (unwell) 
KING KHALID - L Allpress replaced Z Moki 

Late Scratchings: Race 4 OHMS - Veterinary advice @ 1.56pm 

 
GENERAL:  

Z Moki did not attend the meeting after advising on racemorning that she was unwell and is now required to provide 
a medical certificate to Stewards prior to riding next. 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 REDWOOD TROPHY (2000 METRES) 

LEADING ROLE (R Hannam) - Jumped away awkwardly making contact with BEAUTY STAR which was further 
hampered when BUGS MORAN shifted inwards after making contact with LOVETOKEEPHIM with LEADING ROLE also 
then being further hampered as a result losing ground, hampered 1600 metres. 
 



BEAUTY STAR (M Mc Nab) - Contacted then further hampered shortly after leaving the barriers, held up entering the 
home straight having to be angled outwards to obtain clear running near the 250 metres. 
 
CHAMPAGNE BRIDE (C Johnson) - Had to be steadied to avoid the heels of BEAUTY STAR which shifted inwards near 
the 1700 metres when not fully clear.  M McNab was advised to exercise more care. 
 
SO IT WAS (C O’BEIRNE) - Slow away. 
 
JONNY RUSS (M Singh) - Raced keenly in the early stages. 
 
SPEED CALL (H Andrew) - Got its head up when being restrained passing the 1700 metres.  Made the first turn 
awkwardly hampering LEADING ROLE and TIPPERARY MARY near the 1600 metres when shifting outwards then racing 
three wide without cover for the remainder of the race. 
 
TIPPERARY MARY (L Allpress) - Hampered near the 1600 metres, had a tendency to over-race in the middle stages, 
made contact with ITELLYOUONETHING when shifting inwards to obtain clear running passing the 300 metres. When 
questioned regarding performance rider advised that after getting further back than intended the mare had ran on 
fairly, but in her opinion would be better suited to some easing of the ground. 
 
ITELLYOUONETHING (M Hudson) - Bumped 300 metres. 
 

Race 2 TAUPO PAK’nSAVE FILLIES 1100 (1100 METRES) 

JENNIFER ECCLES (D Mansour) - Jumped away awkwardly making contact with ROC CHA, relegated from first placing 
after causing interference when laying in near the 200 metres and again near the 100 metres. 
 
KALI (L Innes) - Raced keenly in the trail having to be firmly restrained off heels rounding the final turn, then being 
held up early in the home straight before shifting out to obtain clear running near the 250 metres, raced in restricted 
room for a distance near the 200 metres to the inside of JENNIFER ECCLES which lay in resulting in KALI making 
contact with the hind quarters of APPELLANT, again inconvenienced near the 100 metres when JENNIFER ECCLES lay 
in with KALI being promoted from second placing. 
 
APPELLANT (C Grylls) - Unbalanced when hind quarters contacted near the 200 metres. 
 
Following the race a protest was lodged by the connections of the second placed KALI alleging interference by the 
first placed horse JENNIFER ECCLES in the final straight. After viewing films and hearing submissions the Judicial 
Committee upheld the protest relegating JENNIFER ECCLES to second placing. 
 

Race 3 HASTINGS - HEART OF HAWKE’S BAY 1200 (1200 METRES) 

SECRET ALLURE (L Innes) - Slow away. 
 
MORSE CODE (H Andrew) - Restrained early after jumping from the outside barrier. 
 
VINNIE’S VOLLEY (C Johnson) - Raced keenly in the early stages before being allowed to improve forward to lead near 
the 800 metres. 
 
CAVALLO VELOCE (S McKay) - Had to be steadied when becoming awkwardly placed inside the heels of LIVIN’ ON A 
PRAYER near the 850 metres going back onto SIR NATE which was hampered. 
 
SIR NATE (J Riddell) - Hampered near the 850 metres. 



STAR TREASURE (C Grylls) - Raced ungenerously for a distance when being restrained near the 800 metres and again 
near the 600 metres. 
 

Race 4 ATI ENGINEERING 1200 (1200 METRES) 

OHMS (C O’Beirne) - Was declared a late scratching on veterinary advice after escaping whilst being re-saddled 
behind the barriers due to the saddle having shifted during the preliminary. 
 
GALLAGHER (S Collett) - Slow to leave the barriers, then shifted outwards abruptly further losing ground. Trainer J 
McKay was advised a warning would be placed against the gelding. 
 
GERMANICUS (T Harris) - Jumped away awkwardly making contact, held up near the 300 metres and did not obtain 
clear running until shifting inwards across heels near the 150 metres. 
 
SAGUNTO (S McKay) - Raced three wide without cover throughout, unbalanced when contacted near the 150 metres. 
 
MINNIE MOUSE (C Johnson) - Checked when crowded for room to the inside of GERMANICUS which was laying in and 
away from CALLING US HOME near the 850 metres. In assessing this incident the Stewards took into account that the 
racing manners of GERMANICUS had been a major contributing factor but nevertheless R Myers was issued with a 
warning and advised that she must allow sufficient room for runners to her inside at all times. 
 
MY FATHER’S GUN (T Johnson) - Hampered by checked runner near the 850 metres. 
 
HOLY MONGOLEMPEROR (M Cameron) - Hampered by checked runner near the 850 metres. 
 
D Mansour - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that he permitted his mount LILY D’OR to shift outwards crowding 
KING KHALID onto OUT OF THE PARK which was forced onto SAGUNTO near the 150 metres. After hearing 
submissions D Mansour was suspended by the Judicial Committee from the conclusion of racing on Wednesday 4th  
September up to and including racing on Wednesday 18th September (8 national riding days). 
 
KING KHALID (L Allpress) - Checked when crowded near the 150 metres. 
 
OUT OF THE PARK (M Coleman) - Checked when crowded near the 150 metres. 
 

Race 5 EL ROCA - SIR COLIN MEASD TROPHY (1200 METRES) 

KURT (S Collett) - Jumped away awkwardly and shifted outwards abruptly badly hampering SCOTCH, THE TAILORS 
NIECE and SECOND SLIP. Over-raced passing the 1000 metres. 
 
SCOTCH (M Coleman) - Badly hampered at start, held up near the 300 metres then continued to have difficulty 
obtaining clear running having to be steadied over the final 100 metres when improving onto the heels of EQUINOX 
and shifting inwards placing THE FUGITIVE in restricted room over the final stages. 
 
THE TAILORS NIECE (C Grylls)  - Badly hampered at start, raced ungenerously when being restrained passing the 1000 
metres then having to be further restrained when becoming awkwardly placed on the heels of SCOTCH which shifted 
inwards when being steadied. M Coleman was advised to exercise care. 
 
SECOND SLIP (L Allpress) - Badly hampered at start. 
 
EQUINOX (J Riddell) - Hampered leaving the barriers when CATALYST jumped inwards, raced three wide without 
cover. 
 
THE FUGITIVE (C Johnson) - Placed in restricted room over the final stages. 



 

Race 6 VET SERVICES HAWKE’S BAY 1400 (1400 METRES) 

SPRING BOUQUET (L Innes) - Slow away. 
 
LODI (C O’Beirne) - Jumped away awkwardly, raced wide without cover, hampered passing the 100 metres. 
 
MOTIVATION C Johnson) - Jumped away awkwardly. 
 
ALMO COSTA (J Riddell) - Had difficulty obtaining clear running over the final 200 metres. 
 
C Johnson (MOTIVATION) - Issued with a warning after shifting ground outwards near the 100 metres when not fully 
clear of MATUZALEM which had to steady also inconveniencing VEUVE CLICQUOT. 
 
MATUZALEM (S McKay) - Steadied to avoid the heels of MOTIVATION when weakening near the 100 metres. 
 
VEUVE CLICQUOT (H Andrew) - Inconvenienced passing the 100 metres. 
 
NUCLEAR FUSION (M Cameron) - Over-raced when being restrained going into the bend near the 800 metres, lay out 
and away from VEUVE CLICQUOT passing the 100 metres hampering LODI and LINCOLN STAR. 
 
LINCOLN STAR (R Hannam) - Hampered passing the 100 metres. 
 
DANGER DEE (S Collett) - Had difficulty obtaining clear running until near the 100 metres. 
 

Race 7 RELIABLE MAN TROPHY (1600 METRES) 

NYMPH MONTE (L Hemi) - Slow away. 
 
WAIT A SEC (S Collett) - Slow away. 
 
SENTIMENTAL MISS (L Allpress) - When questioned regarding performance rider was unable to offer any excuse other 
than being of the opinion that the re-application of blinkers may be beneficial. A post-race veterinary examination did 
not reveal any obvious abnormality. 
 

Race 8 REMEMBER “JOOKY” MILE (1600 METRES)  

SMOKIN’ OAK (M McNab) - Slow away. 
 
BIG BEN (C Johnson) - Had a tendency to over-race in the middle stages. 
 
ATLANTA PEACH (M Coleman) - Held up approaching the 400 metres before gaining clear running passing the 200 
metres. 
 
WHATSUP (C Grylls) - Held up passing the 400 metres before being angled outwards across heels to obtain clearing 
running inside the 200 metres. 
 
MOHAKA (R Hannam) - Had to be steadied going into the bend near the 1400 metres when placed in restricted room 
outside CENTRE ATTENTION which made the bend awkwardly, held up for a short distance entering the home 
straight. 
 
LUCETTA (M Cameron) - Inconvenienced near the 350 metres when FIVE STARS shifted outwards to obtain clear 
running.  L Innes was advised to exercise greater care. 
 



YAMUNA (S McKay) - Inconvenienced near the 350 metres when FIVE STARS shifted outwards to obtain clear running. 
 
L Innes (Five STARS) - Issued with a warning after allowing his mount to shift inwards near the 200 metres hampering 
LORD TURBO. 
 
LORD TURBO (R Myers) - Hampered 200 metres. 
 

Race 9 TARZINO TROPHY (1400 METRES) 

AMURULA (S McKay) - Lunged at the gates when being loaded away. The gelding underwent a pre-race veterinary 
examination and was cleared to run.  
 
SHADOWS CAST (J Riddell) - Jumped away awkwardly making contact with MELODY BELLE. 
 
MELODY BELLE (M McNab) - Bumped at start. 
 
ENDLESS DRAMA (L Innes) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. When questioned regarding performance 
rider advised that the entire had had a tough trip but felt a little indifferent in its action and may now be better suited 
to some easing of the ground. A post-race veterinary inspection was clear. 
 
THE BANDITO (S Collett) - Raced wide throughout. 
 
SANTA MONICA (T Thornton) - Lay in under pressure over the final stages. 
 
DARK PRINCESS (C Johnson) - Held up near the 150 metres and was unable to be ridden out over the concluding 
stages. 
 
COMEBACK (M Cameron) - Returned to the enclosure noticeably lame with a veterinary examination finding the 
gelding to have suffered an injury to the left fore carpal joint.  A veterinary certificate of fitness is now required prior 
to racing again. 
 
M McNab (MELODY BELLE) - Admitted a charge in that he performed a celebratory gesture prior to passing the 
winning post with the Judicial Committee imposing a fine of $500. 
  

Race 10 SWISS ACE TROPHY (1300 METRES) 

HARTLEY (R Myers) - Contacted LANGKAWI at the start, raced wide without cover. 
 
LANGKAWI (S McKay) - Contacted HARTLEY at the start. 
 
WISDOM PATCH (C Grylls) - Bounded at the start settling back, held up rounding the turn and was unable to obtain 
clear running until near the 200 metres. 
 
PRINCE HAREM (L Innes) - Held up from the 600 metres and had difficulty obtaining clear running in the home 
straight until near the 200 metres. 
 
ONE PRIZE ONE GOAL (H Schofer) - Lay in under pressure in the final straight. 
 

 

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment. 

 


